
CompuGen for Windows (CGWIN)

COMPUGEN FAMILY
CompuGen cards are PC-based arbitrary
waveform generator cards with on-board
memory which stores the digital pattern to
be generated at high speed. An uploaded
digital pattern is fed into a D/A converter
and the output is made available at the BNC
connector after amplification and filtering.

MULTIPLE COMPUGENS
CGWin supports multiple CompuGen
boards in the same system. These boards
have to be configured as a Master/Slave
system with common clock and trigger.
CGWin can output signals from all the
boards simultaneously with the same D/A
clock.

PREDEFINED SIGNALS
The user can operate CGWin to output stan-
dard waveforms such as sine, triangular and
square waves, ramp and DC level. In the
case of multiple CompuGen boards, CGWin
also allows the user to control the phase
angle between different outputs.

ARBITRARY WAVEFORMS
CGWin lets the user create arbitrary wave-
forms either by Equation Entry or by loading
signal files. These waveforms can then be
output through a CompuGen board.

EQUATION ENTRY
The user can enter mathematical equations
to create a waveform. CGWin allows equa-
tion entry of the form F = f(t), where F is the
function and f(t) is the mathematical expres-
sion. For example,

for (10u) 0.2 * sin(2e5 * t)

will create a 200 kHz sine wave with an
amplitude of 200 mV for 10 microseconds.

A number of such expressions can be com-
bined to create almost any waveform.

Standard equations are provided for gener-
ating sweeps, chirps and more.

CompuGen for Windows (CGWIN) is a Windows 95/98/NT Software Package for Controlling
CompuGen Signal Generation Boards

SIGNAL FILES
CGWin supports the GageScope file for-
mat. As such, it is possible to capture sig-
nals using a CompuScope and then replay
the signal using a CompuGen. Signals can
also be saved to disk and read back without
writing a single line of programming code.

MODES OF OPERATION
CGWin can operate CompuGen cards in a
One-Shot or Repetitive mode. It is also pos-
sible to repeat a waveform a given number
of times or endlessly.

TRIGGER CONTROL
CGWin allows the user to take advantage
of the flexible triggering capabilities of the
CompuGen cards. Internal and External trig-
gering are supported.

VARIABLE CLOCK RATE
CGWin software allows the user to select
the clock rate which is to be used to gener-
ate a specific pattern.

Both internal and external clocks are sup-
ported

Product Part Number

CompuGen for Windows Included

(Included with CompuGen 1100 Boards)

CompuGen Software Development Kits

CompuGen SDK for LabVIEW

The CompuGen SDK for LabVIEW allows programmers who want to use LabVIEW
access to the CompuGen functionality.

CompuGen VIs, provided with the SDK, allow the user  to easily incorporate CompuGen
cards and systems into their own test systems.

CompuGen SDK for MATLAB

The CompuGen SDK for MATLAB allows any array in MATLAB to be output from a
CompuGen with a simple, easy-to-use function call from an M file.

The SDK comes with a MEX DLL and complete documentation showing how
function calls can be made to output different waveforms.

Windows programmers who need to con-
trol CompuGen cards or systems from within
their own software, will require the
CompuGen SDK for C/C++.

Note that the same SDK supports all 32 bit
Windows operating systems.

This C/C++ SDK supports CompuGen cards
in single or multiple card master/slave con-
figurations.

Sample programs supplied with the SDK are
written in Visual C++.  Other C compilers
may also be used, but the sample programs
may have to be modified by the user.

CompuGen SDK for C/C++
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Product Part Number
CompuGen Analog SDK for C/C++ 333-200-101
CompuGen Analog SDK for MATLAB 333-200-102
CompuGen Analog SDK for LabVIEW 333-200-103

CompuGen Digital SDK for C/C++ 333-200-201
CompuGen Digital SDK for MATLAB 333-200-202
CompuGen Digital SDK for LabVIEW 333-200-203


